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Introduction

The Center for Democracy & Technology (CDT) respectfully submits these comments in response to the National Telecommunications and Information Administration’s (NTIA) request for comments (RFC) addressing issues at the intersection of privacy, equity, and civil rights. CDT is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization dedicated to advancing privacy, consumer, and civil rights for all in the digital age. CDT was glad to participate in the NTIA’s listening session on the privacy and civil rights landscape in December 2021,¹ and we are heartened by the NTIA’s continued commitment to guiding the federal government’s understanding of and response to technology-related harms to marginalized communities.

Our comments begin by describing a variety of data practices that disproportionately harm marginalized people, and explaining how existing privacy and civil rights laws address these harms or fall short of doing so effectively. Next, our comments explain how stakeholders should approach the implications of these harmful practices. Then, we propose guiding principles and actions to help the federal government to respond to these concerns.

I. Examples of harms to certain marginalized communities
(Questions 1c, 1d, 1e, 1f, 1g, 2, 2a, 2b, 2c, 3, 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 4, 4a, 4b, 4c, and 4d)

Several prevalent data practices produce systemic, widespread patterns of harms – targeted to individual people or certain groups, or encountered by society as a whole. The RFC reflects the NTIA’s deep engagement with advocates and researchers for over a year to understand how common data practices harm different groups. The RFC rightfully recognizes that the impacts of these practices can vary for numerous marginalized identities and groups, including those not traditionally protected under civil rights laws. To illustrate these impacts, below we discuss five examples of categories of practices that disproportionately affect marginalized communities:

- The collection and use of sensitive information;
- Data brokers’ sharing or sale of data for purposes to which the person from whom the data is gathered does not consent;
- The collection and use of consumer data to target advertising;

Discriminatory data- or algorithm-driven decisions that limit access to housing, credit, and employment;

Data collection through dark patterns that curtail consumer choice.

A. The heightened risks of collecting and repurposing sensitive data
(Questions 1c, 2, 2a, 2b, 2c, 3, 3a, 3b, and 3c)

Many online companies collect, use, share, and otherwise process sensitive data. Sensitive data includes, among other categories, health and financial data, content of communications, identification numbers, biometric information, location, and demographic information. It can reveal insights about people like their financial situation, the parties to and substance of their communications, disability status, health, movements and travels, and sexual activity. Its inappropriate use can lead to financial, reputational, physical, and emotional harm. Below, we discuss harms resulting from the overcollection and use of four examples of specific types of sensitive data – namely disability-related data, health data, location data, and financial data – and the limitations of existing privacy and civil rights laws in addressing them.

i. Disability-related data
(Questions 2, 2a, and 2b)

CDT’s work has explored the wide-ranging impacts of commercial data practices on disabled people that cause or further perpetuate existing discrimination and prejudice. Disabled people have a long history of experiencing online discrimination. People with physical and mental

---

2 See e.g. § 2(28)(a) of the “American Data Privacy and Protection Act” (H.R. 8152).
disabilities face substantially higher likelihood of potentially invasive personal data collection for a range of reasons, including discrimination that creates further records such as through evictions or arrests, and through interactions with governmental entities because of greater reliance on public benefits and social services.

Some disabled people are also more likely to need or want to use health-related apps and platforms, but these apps and platforms can exploit the sensitive disability-related data people are required to share to use these services. For example, Mozilla researchers found that mental health (as well as prayer apps) fare worse than any other product category they examined with regards to protecting people’s privacy and security. The apps Mozilla reviewed routinely collected, retained, and shared sensitive data about users’ conditions like depression, anxiety, suicidality, victimization by domestic violence, disordered eating, and post-traumatic stress disorder. This includes heavily promoted therapy apps like BetterHelp and Talkspace that share user data with Facebook – users’ presence on these apps itself is a data point that can be exploited for marketing. Pride Counseling, an app specifically designed for the LGBTQ+ community, suffers from similar concerns as its parent company, BetterHelp, and it does not clarify whether users have to opt in or opt out to avoid their data being repurposed for marketing.

Mozilla further found that certain apps also allow weak passwords, target users with personalized ads, and feature vague and poorly written privacy policies that are too ambiguous regarding the kinds of data they accumulate and how they use it. For instance, the Better App Company’s suicide prevention app offers a privacy policy that appears incomplete and is certainly unclear about its data collection and sharing and how its data use supports people experiencing suicidality or a mental health crisis, both of which are disability-related experiences. NOCD, which aims to help people manage obsessive compulsive disorder, shares

5 See Sec. I(D)(i).
6 See Sec. I(D)(iv)-(v).
8 Id.
10 Pride Counseling, Privacy Policy (last updated Sept. 21, 2022), https://www.pridecounseling.com/privacy/ (stating that data will be disclosed to advertising partners if users opt in to targeting cookies, but also that users should follow certain steps to opt out of cookies).
personal non-health user data (of a user base defined by a disability diagnosis) with data analytics providers like Google and Meta for targeted advertising.\textsuperscript{12}

Some companies collect people’s mental health data from social media posts and then take well-intentioned, but potentially harmful or unhelpful, action related to that information. For instance, social media platforms like Facebook reportedly have algorithms that purport to detect suicide risk, and they may flag content and either transmit this information to law enforcement that is ill-equipped to engage disabled people in need of support, or refer people to resources that they may not find helpful either to address an immediate crisis or seek long-term support.\textsuperscript{13}

Many Internet of Things (IoT) devices and internet-connected assistive technologies can store excessive amounts of data – the inherent privacy risk is a tradeoff that people with certain disabilities may be obligated to accept because they rely on the support these technologies can offer to independently perform certain tasks that might otherwise require another person’s assistance.\textsuperscript{14} These technologies can, for instance, help people with physical disabilities manage their home lighting, temperature, or security systems.\textsuperscript{15} However, the data collected through these technologies is subject to third-party data-sharing and cloud storage, which could make users vulnerable to data breaches.\textsuperscript{16}

Some of this data includes biometric data processed for security purposes, while other data can convey information about a person’s daily habits and activities to third parties. For instance, data analytics company Verisk gathers behavioral data from smart home devices to inform

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{NOCD_2022} NOCD, \textit{Privacy Policy} (last updated Aug. 3, 2022), \url{https://www.treatmyocd.com/privacy-policy}.
\bibitem{Celedonia_2021} Karen L. Celedonia, Marcelo Corrales Compagnucci, Timo Minssen, & Michael Lowery Wilson, \textit{Legal, Ethical and Wider Implications of Suicide Risk Detection Systems in Social Media Platforms}, J. L. Biosci. (2021), \url{https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8284882/}.
\bibitem{Goggin_2019} Benjamin Goggin, \textit{Inside Facebook’s Suicide Algorithm: Here’s How the Company Uses Artificial Intelligence to Predict Your Mental State From Your Posts}, Bus. Insider (Jan. 6, 2019, 11:19 AM), \url{https://www.businessinsider.com/facebook-is-using-ai-to-try-to-predict-if-youre-suicidal-2018-12}.
\bibitem{Id} \textit{Id}.
\end{thebibliography}
insurers’ risk evaluations for life, auto, and property insurance products. This practice increases the risk of harm to disabled people who rely on internet-connected assistive technologies because insurers can repurpose data collected from these devices to terminate coverage or increase premiums for a group of people more likely to include disabled users. The risk is even greater in light of the fact that smart home devices are already known to be susceptible to security breaches – for example, hackers have been able to take control of Google Nest and Amazon Ring devices to harass people in their homes.

**ii. Health data**
(Questions 2, 2c, 3, and 3a)

Health data (both disability-related and unrelated to disability) is particularly private and has historically been provided extra protections like those found in the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) of 1996. HIPAA and its associated Privacy Rule place limitations on the disclosure and sharing of protected health information. However, as the RFC recognizes, HIPAA does not address all health data. Instead, HIPAA’s privacy protections apply to health data only when it is in the possession of “covered entities” – doctors, insurance companies, and those who support them. HIPAA does not apply when health data is held by a non-covered entity – like health and wellness apps, wearable fitness trackers, websites, and data brokers. The ever-increasing use and popularity of these health-related apps, devices, online services, and IoT has resulted in extraordinary amounts of information reflecting mental and physical health being collected, retained, shared, and used by entities that are not bound by

---

HIPAA obligations. Regulations finalized in spring 2020 further shrunk the categories of HIPAA-protected data.\textsuperscript{21}

One example that illustrates this gap is Flo, a reproductive health app that collected sensitive health data (like dates of menstrual cycles, when pregnancies started and ended, menstrual and pregnancy-related symptoms, weight, and temperature) from its millions of users and shared that data with outside analytics providers.\textsuperscript{22} Though Flo told people that their sensitive health data would be shared and used in limited ways, Flo was actually sharing people’s data with a number of third parties for purposes unrelated to the core service provided by the app. The FTC ordered Flo to obtain affirmative express consent from people before sharing sensitive health data with third parties.\textsuperscript{23} More recently, Flo began offering an “anonymous mode” that allows users to prevent the sharing of any unique user identifiers.\textsuperscript{24} Similarly, GoodRX, an app used to find discounts on prescriptions, was found to be sharing users’ contact information with Facebook, Google, and other platforms to enable targeted advertising of certain medications to those users.\textsuperscript{25}

Health-related data collected, shared, and used by consumer-facing tech can be extremely personal and sensitive, and inappropriate use or sharing of such data can lead to a variety of harms. For example, data about conditions that are especially sensitive because of accompanying, unwarranted prejudice can lead to social stigmatization, discrimination or even threats of violence. An analysis of the 2017 National Crime Victimization Survey found that LGBTQ+ people are nearly four times more likely than non-LGBTQ+ people to experience violent

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{23} \textit{Id.} See also Decision and Order, In the Matter of Flo Health, Inc, File No. 1923133 (2021), https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/cases/192_3133_flo_health_decision_and_order.pdf.
\end{itemize}
victimization by people they know and by strangers.\textsuperscript{26} Because parts of the LGBTQ+ community experience disproportionately higher rates of HIV, exposing that a person is HIV-positive potentially puts them at heightened risk of violence.\textsuperscript{27}

Just such a risk arose when an app used by members of the LGBTQ+ community, the dating app Grindr, shared user data in an unfair and harmful manner.\textsuperscript{28} Grindr “provided users’ HIV status and GPS location data, along with other profile details including email addresses, to two companies hired to test the app’s technical performance.”\textsuperscript{29} News accounts noted that “[b]ecause Grindr users would have reasonably expected the app to be vigilant in guarding such information, its failure to do so is not only a breach of their privacy but an actual harm.”\textsuperscript{30}

Potential harms from collection and sharing of health information can also extend to risk of investigation, litigation, and prosecution. The recent overturning of Roe v. Wade in Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization,\textsuperscript{31} and subsequent criminalization of abortion in some states, has created new cause for concern about reproductive health data. Such data, whether collected directly from an online company or from a data broker, could be used to enforce those laws if it reveals that a person obtained, or attempted to obtain, an abortion or aided another in doing so. For example, anti-choice groups have used data linked to people’s advertising IDs on their smartphones to target patients and send pro-life advertisements “directly to a woman’s phone while she is in a clinic waiting room.”\textsuperscript{32} The same technology “also has the capability to hand the names and addresses of women seeking abortion care, and those who provide it, over to anti-choice groups.”\textsuperscript{33} In the wake of Dobbs, that data could be used in some states by law enforcement to launch criminal investigations and prosecutions, as well as civil suits by “bounty


\textsuperscript{29} Id.

\textsuperscript{30} Id.

\textsuperscript{31} 597 U.S. ___ (2022).


\textsuperscript{33} Id.
hunters” against those seeking abortions.\textsuperscript{34} That risk remains even when people go out of their way to attempt to keep their reproductive health data private since it is difficult to avoid collection of all data that may be revealing about reproductive health care choices.\textsuperscript{35}

Data broker Kochava allegedly sold location information about millions of mobile devices that could reveal people’s visits to sensitive locations like reproductive healthcare clinics and addiction treatment facilities.\textsuperscript{36} Kochava is not the only data broker putting people’s health data at risk: SafeGraph and PlacerAI are among others collecting and sharing data about the locations and durations of people’s visits to reproductive health clinics, which could cause significant monetary harm or even imprisonment.\textsuperscript{37} This risk is particularly troubling as new, obscure sources of reproductive health data emerge: one new wellness start-up called 28 uses basic menstrual cycle data to make lifestyle recommendations; while it claims to only “voluntarily collect” data and to keep it “strictly confidential,” its privacy policy indicates more expansive collection of data that will be disclosed to third parties.\textsuperscript{38}

People can be harmed when health data is used as part of a profile that results in them being denied, or not even offered, economic opportunities. A \textit{New York Times} investigative piece from May 2021 examined the data and privacy practices of 250 iPhone apps and revealed that of the twenty health apps they reviewed, “13 apps shared with an average of three third-party trackers.”\textsuperscript{39} The \textit{Times} piece goes on to note that, while it is difficult to track exactly how some of the third parties that receive data about users’ health use that information, they do know that some data is used by tools that can “generate a health-risk prediction score that is then provided to life insurance companies to assess whether people may be interested in their

\textsuperscript{34} Albert Fox Cahn & Eleni Manis, \textit{Surveillance Technology Oversight Project, Pregnancy Panopticon: Abortion Surveillance After Roe} (2022), \url{https://www.stopspying.org/pregnancy-panopticon}.
\textsuperscript{39} Thorin Klosowski, \textit{We Checked 250 iPhone Apps – This is How They’re Tracking You}, N.Y. Times: Wirecutter (May 6, 2021), \url{https://www.nytimes.com/wirecutter/blog/how-iphone-apps-track-you/}.
Researchers at the University of Pennsylvania have also documented how most health-related websites track people who visit each site. The researchers note that this health data can not only be used to target ads but may also include “much more damaging privacy loss and the domino effect that could have on credit scores, insurance coverage, and many as-yet-undiscovered facets of someone’s life.” Likewise, sharing consumer health data with an employer can have real-life impacts on access to a job.

As described in CDT’s report, Placing Equity at the Center of Health Care & Technology, when data from consumer-facing tech is being used for health purposes like diagnosis or access to benefits, inaccurate, unrepresentative, or incomplete data can result in negative health outcomes, or in lost or denied services and benefits, especially for people from underrepresented and overlooked communities. For instance, Wired reported that predictive health technologies frequently rely upon skewed, unrepresentative data sets that “are the norm in health AI research, due to historical and ongoing health inequalities.”

Finally, certain data practices limit individual autonomy and can cause collateral harms in other areas of life. For example, people used the Crisis Text Line, a nonprofit mental health hotline, to seek help for problems such as suicidal thoughts, anxiety, and emotional abuse. When using the service, people disclosed highly personal and sensitive information. While users expected their data would be kept private, news reports exposed how the Crisis Text Line shared people’s personal and sensitive data with a for-profit spinoff. The company ended this data-sharing relationship after reports detailing its troubling data practices emerged.

---

40 Id.
42 Id.
47 Id.
The risk of these and other harms is unfortunately high. Many health apps are failing at protecting privacy. Last year, the International Digital Accountability Council (IDAC) released a report that assessed the consumer protection risks of 152 digital health apps that utilize the most sensitive personal information, and classified these apps into three categories: femtech, mental health, and fitness and weight loss. IDAC’s report details that “some widely-used apps fail to meet even basic platform requirements because they send unencrypted user data, have inadequate or missing privacy policies, or collect granular information about user location without adequate explanation.”

The findings did not stop there. IDAC continued that “the majority of apps investigated have questionable practices and disclosures around third-party data sharing, illustrating a clear mismatch between current legal protections and the widespread collection and sharing of sensitive health information.” For example, in some instances IDAC investigators “observed transmission of users’ advertising identifiers to at least one third-party endpoint that was not disclosed in the app’s privacy policy.” Even when apps made some disclosures to users, some failed to state all the third-party services that IDAC observed. IDAC noted that even in instances when “apps carefully follow existing rules, most users have little visibility into how their information is collected or shared.”

iii. Location data
(Questions 1e, 2, 2a, 3b, and 3c)

A broad variety of apps and tools often collect and then share users’ location data with third parties for no purpose, or for purposes unrelated to the actual services these apps or tools provide. The New York Times’ examination of 250 apps, discussed above, found that numerous shopping, news, and dating apps gather and share location data. Of the twenty weather apps examined, for example, fourteen used location information to track devices. Similar concerns

49 Id. at 1.
50 Id. at 2.
51 Id. at 12.
52 Id.
53 Id. at 2.
54 Klosowski, supra note 39.
extend to apps that do not need location data to function and only collect it for purposes such as advertising. For example, Goldenshores Technologies, the developer of the Brightest Flashlight app, faced an enforcement action for its location data collection and sharing practices.\footnote{55} Mobile game apps like “Angry Birds” were also reported to collect location and other data and transmit it to government entities.\footnote{56} And many of the data brokers collecting location data for reproductive purposes came from the software development kits of apps that were collecting location for no, or other, purposes.\footnote{57}

Location data can reveal people’s private activities, such as their visits to health clinics or places of worship.\footnote{58} For instance, Kochava collected and then sold people’s precise geolocation data in a format that allowed entities to track people’s “movements to and from sensitive locations, including, among others, locations associated with medical care, reproductive health, religious worship, mental health, temporary shelters, such as shelters for the homeless, domestic violence survivors, or other at risk populations, and substance use recovery.”\footnote{59} Additionally, late last year, The Markup published a story that detailed how Life360, a popular family safety app, was selling location data about its users to data brokers.\footnote{60} After the story was published, “Life360 announced that it will stop sales of precise location data to the dozen or so data brokers it had been working with, and will now sell only precise location data to Arity and ‘aggregated’ location data to PlacerAI.”\footnote{61} Some prayer apps also share users’ location data,
which can be obtained by the government.\textsuperscript{62} Indeed, the Council on American-Islamic Relations filed a complaint earlier this year describing how the sale of location data to government agencies constitutes a deceptive practice for users in general and an unfair practice particularly for historically hyper-surveilled communities.\textsuperscript{63}

Identified location data is not the only type of location data that poses risks: the \textit{New York Times} was able to review anonymized location data and conclude that “[i]n most cases, ascertaining a home location and an office location was enough to identify a person.”\textsuperscript{64} As a result, companies can use location data to infer people’s activities and make decisions accordingly, such as increasing insurance rates based on where people are traveling, or scrutinizing prospective rental applicants’ activities.\textsuperscript{65}

When used in unwanted, unanticipated, or unknown ways, even anonymized data can allow inferences specific to marginalized people. Last year, a priest resigned after a Catholic media site obtained location data from the dating app Grindr to reveal his visits to gay bars.\textsuperscript{66} A user’s location data indicating that they have gone to a venue catering to LGBTQ+ communities was also shared with the app’s advertising partners to target LGBTQ+-related advertisements; others accessing the user’s device might then see such ads, which could out the user to those close to them.\textsuperscript{67}

\textbf{iv. Financial data}
(Questions 2, 3, and 3a)


\textsuperscript{65} Keegan, supra note 60; Joseph Cox, \textit{I Gave a Bounty Hunter $300. Then He Located Our Phone}, Vice Motherboard (Jan. 18, 2019, 12:08 PM).


People have more options than ever to make payments and transfer funds online, which means that financial data is proliferating online and can put people at risk. This information includes names, addresses and other contact information, credit card numbers, bank account information, dates of birth, Social Security numbers, banking activity, transaction history, and purchase activity, which can make people vulnerable to data misuse when accessed by third parties. Much of this data is stored not only by financial institutions, but also by online retailers and large and start-up financial technology (or fintech) platforms. One risk arising from the overcollection and sharing of financial data is that of identity theft, fraud, and other financial crimes. For example, the more entities that possess and store this information, the greater the risk of a breach or other unauthorized access by bad actors.

Misuse of financial data also gives rise to other risks. Technology companies that have historically used consumer data for a whole host of non-financial purposes, from communication and social networking to navigation to media streaming, have introduced payment processing services. This adds financial data to the wealth of data that companies with burgeoning online advertising businesses can wield to profile people's behavior for potential profit. For instance, Meta and Amazon use and share people’s purchase activity, along with other data such as location and device identifiers, to tailor advertisements, measure how well products are meeting the companies’ goals, and inform new products. This also makes it harder for people to discern the purposes for which they can expect the companies to use financial data.

Companies that have mainly used people's financial data to provide online payment processing services now use and share data for marketing as well. PayPal shares people’s contact information, bank account and purchase data, and IP addresses with a wide network of third parties for more expected purposes like payment processing and fraud detection, but also for

---


less anticipated purposes like personalization and marketing.\textsuperscript{71} In 2019, Mozilla researchers demonstrated the ease with which Venmo users’ transaction data could be used to gain insights about users’ social connections and financial and non-financial personal activity, which in turn facilitates stalking and fraudulent use of identifiable data.\textsuperscript{72}

Existing laws relevant to protecting financial data only go so far. The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act only applies to financial institutions, which have not been clearly defined to include the technology companies and data aggregators whose access to and control over financial data has grown.\textsuperscript{73} The Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) imposes obligations on entities who evaluate and assemble consumer data to furnish it to other entities for enumerated permissible purposes.\textsuperscript{74} Marketing is not among these permissible purposes, but companies that use consumer data for marketing argue that they are not consumer reporting agencies and thus are not liable under the FCRA.

\textbf{B. Data brokers make sharing of generally “non-sensitive” data riskier}

(Questions 1c, 1e, 2, 2a, 2b, 2c, 3, 3a, 3b, 3d)

As described above, sensitive health, location, and financial data are major targets for data brokers, which are companies that knowingly collect data about people from sources other than the consumer themselves and sell the data to third parties.\textsuperscript{75} However, data brokers traffic in all kinds of data, as we learned from the 2013 and 2014 reports from the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation and the FTC (respectively) analyzing the privacy risks

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{74} 15 U.S.C. §1681b.
\end{thebibliography}
and lack of transparency with respect to data brokers’ practices. According to a new report by researchers at Duke University, data brokers sell people’s mental health and medication data as well as non-medical data, grouped into lists such as “Anxiety Sufferers” and “Consumers with Clinical Depression in the United States” to whom advertisements related to their medical needs are targeted. This example demonstrates how the data broker industry has expanded to derive consumer data from a wider network of data sources. California and Vermont have established data broker registries that each surpass five hundred data brokers.

People have little insight into how these profiles are formed and how the data broker network uses this data. Companies that purport to inform people about how their data is shared often bury details about sprawling networks of third parties that receive and use consumer data, within voluminous privacy policies. People do not have to go far to run into data brokers — even internet service providers sell and share online users’ data with third parties. For example, Comcast’s privacy policy puts the burden on people to opt out of the sharing of non-personally identifiable information, which includes IP addresses and account numbers. AT&T’s privacy policy also requires people to opt out of the sharing of people’s personal data with affiliates and other companies to deliver advertising and marketing campaigns.

Accountability is difficult to achieve in the data broker network, because the data can be repurposed for uses other than the purpose for which it was previously sold, and certainly for

---


77 Joanne Kim, Data Brokers and the Sale of Americans’ Mental Health Data, Duke University Sanford Cyber Policy Program (2023), https://techpolicy.sanford.duke.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/4/2023/02/Kim-2023-Data-Brokers-and-the-Sale-of-Americans-Mental-Health-Data.pdf (explaining that these lists are based on data on people with depression, anxiety, ADHD, insomnia, bipolar, and other mental health disabilities, along with demographic and other non-medical data).


uses other than what people reasonably expect based on any insight they do have. People also lack the means to exercise control over how data brokers obtain and sell their data – people often do not have established relationships with data brokers or even know which data brokers are accessing their data. Therefore, people cannot track who shares their data or consent to the collection and use of their data as they would with companies whose goods or services they choose to use. This is complicated further by the fact that the roles of companies that share consumer data have blurred or expanded, leaving people even more uncertain about exactly what data is shared and where. For instance, platforms like Facebook that were once mainly spaces for socializing have grown into spaces for advertising, shopping, and processing financial transactions, while platforms like Venmo that are primarily payment platforms have adopted features of social media.

Third-party data sharing can have even more severe consequences for marginalized communities. For instance, LexisNexis and Thomson Reuters are reportedly among the most prominent data brokers compiling large quantities of personal data to sell to immigration authorities. The compiled data includes publicly available information as well as data from utility companies’ records, but reports indicate it is then used to target immigrant communities and punish immigration activists for exercising their rights to free speech and protest. Another example is Verisk, which reportedly sells the data it collects from companies that provide connected home and mobile devices, as well as personally identifying information like phone numbers and addresses, to insurers who use the data to help set rates for insurance products.

Other data brokers take the form of people-search platforms like Spokeo that combine personal data with publicly available data, providing more granular information to users who pay for

---

premium access.\(^8^6\) When accurate, the resulting information can enable abusers to stalk victims of intimate partner violence, and it can in turn be shared to other websites.\(^8^7\) When inaccurate, the data may erroneously influence decisions that involve background checks, such as in housing or employment.\(^8^8\) Spokeo was found to have violated the FCRA when it failed to maintain reasonable procedures to verify the users of its information and whether the use was for a permissible purpose.

The CFPB recently took steps to clarify that the permissible purposes for compiling and furnishing data under the FCRA apply only with respect to the consumer whose data is the subject of the data user’s request. The CFPB explained that consumer reporting agencies violate the FCRA when sharing consumer report data of multiple people because the shared data would include people for whom the user did not have a permissible purpose to request the data.\(^8^9\)

C. Harms of behaviorally targeted advertising to certain audiences based on actual or inferred characteristics
(Questions 1f, 2, 2a, 3, 3b, and 3d)

Behaviorally targeted advertising is used to deliver advertisements to a designated audience based on a range of data, including characteristics about people that represent a particular combination of demographic data and proxies for this data, and behavioral data such as people’s online browsing or offline activity. This model of advertising typically depends on extensive commercial surveillance and the easily debunked idea that past behavior accurately forecasts future tendencies. For instance, a person’s browsing history is not a very good proxy for future behavior because there are many reasons unrelated to purchase interest that a person would go to a website (misclicked a link, a friend or family member could have been using their device, or no longer be interested in the product or service they browsed).

\(^{8^6}\) Mara Hvistendahl, I Tried to Get My Name Off People-Search Sites. It Was Nearly Impossible., Consumer Reports (Aug. 20, 2020),
https://www.consumerreports.org/personal-information/i-tried-to-get-my-name-off-peoplesearch-sites-it-was-nearly--a0741114794/.
\(^{8^7}\) Kaveh Waddell, How FamilyTreeNow Makes Stalking Easy, The Atlantic (Jan. 17, 2017),
\(^{8^8}\) Steven Melendez, When Background Checks Go Wrong, Fast Company (Nov. 17, 2016),
\(^{8^9}\) 87 Fed. Reg. 41243.
Behaviorally targeted advertising can cause deep and lasting harms to all people, and most especially to marginalized populations, including psychological and physical harms, unwanted intrusion, discrimination, or unfair manipulation. For instance, a recent study shows that across Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and TikTok, advertisements and other sponsored content for weight loss products have been targeted to adult people identified as more susceptible to disordered eating. This susceptibility is inferred from data collected about their online activities, such as signals of demographic information, searches for health- or nutrition-related information, and participation in online communities that are related to health or exercise or that encourage disordered eating. These advertisements also tend to be targeted based on data related to gender, which causes the targeted audience to include people whose actual gender identities do not align with the gender norms that inform the parameters designating the audience. This targeting contributes to anxiety, depression, low self-esteem, and physical harms like unhealthy dieting or exercise, or taking pills with harmful side effects.

The use of data collected about someone’s online activities makes these harms more persistent and repeated than the more universal encounters of diet culture in broadcast media. The lack of rules to protect people from intrusion related to online activity may also create a chilling effect and discourage people from seeking out information on important but sensitive topics. People increasingly recognize that surveillance is pervasive and hard to control, and regularly report altering their behavior and avoiding seeking out content because of the risks of pervasive tracking and disclosure through online advertising or recommendation systems.

D. Data- and algorithm-driven decision-making used in ways that limit access to critical opportunities

(Questions 1f, 1g, 2, 2a-2c, 3, 3a-3f, and 6d)

---

91 Id. at 4, 10.
92 Id. at 12.
Data- and algorithm-driven decision-making systems influence decisions in multiple critical areas, including housing, credit, employment, and education. People have little to no choice in being subjected to these systems to access the opportunities about which the systems make decisions, and people may not be able to anticipate these systems’ harms. Unregulated and inappropriate data use can result in biased training data for AI systems, compound historical discrimination, and yield incorrect assumptions. Unfortunately, all too often, these risks are disproportionately borne by historically marginalized groups, including people of color, immigrants, Indigenous populations, women, people with disabilities, and the LGBTQ+ community.94

The resulting harms can take a number of different forms, and can occur for a number of reasons:

- Companies train these systems on data sets that do not accurately represent all people on which the systems are used – or conversely, the training data may incorporate substantial data that overrepresents a particular protected class.
- Companies may design these systems to evaluate consumer data from which protected characteristics could be inferred, which could enable or result in discrimination.
- Companies may not design these systems to ensure that all people subject to the systems can successfully navigate and use them.
- Companies may fail to establish processes for auditing the systems for inaccuracies or biases sufficiently to address and correct all harms.

Note that these factors are not always intentional. System design often executes the priorities and policies of the companies developing and using these systems, as well as societal biases regarding which people are entitled to have their fundamental needs met. In particular, people with a range of different disabilities, including chronic illnesses and mental health disabilities, face significant discrimination by algorithm-driven decision-making systems in a wide swath of areas, both because of exclusionary design and because of discriminatory targeting or profiling. Companies are neglecting disability-specific considerations when their decision-making systems rely on training data and operations parameters that under-represent disabled people, and companies can enable targeting of disabled people when training data and parameters overrepresent disabled people. Yet, the lack of transparency in how these decision-making systems work makes it difficult for people to demonstrate that a data practice has violated current federal civil rights laws.

94 See generally Crawford, Placing Equity, supra note 44.
Below, we discuss how companies are misusing data-driven systems in ways that make it difficult for people to challenge the data practice responsible for discriminatory housing, credit, employment, and education decisions.

**i. Housing and credit**

(Questions 2, 2a, 2b, 2c, 3, 3a, and 3b)

To inform mortgage and other lending decisions and to screen rental applicants, “fintech” companies deploy systems that evaluate credit history, employment and income data, banking and purchase activity, rental payment history, eviction records, arrest and court records, education history, and other data. These data points are supposed to predict whether applicants will fulfill the obligations that come with the housing or loan opportunities for which they are applying. However, many fintech companies’ systems have been shown to charge higher interest rates to low-income and Black borrowers, and the systems are not designed to account for the context in which this data is generated.

For instance, data about past arrest records, eviction proceedings, and financial, employment, and education history may not reflect people’s *current* ability to make regular rental payments or loan repayments. Meanwhile, data that would more reliably indicate current ability to make regular payments, such as recent history of on-time utility payments, is not considered. As a result, people can remain trapped in a cycle of poor access to credit because they are punished for past records despite changes in their circumstances or qualifications. In addition, tenant screening companies like CoreLogic use algorithms that consider data such as arrest and

---

96 Choi et al., supra note 95, at 10-11.
98 Id. at 1663; Emmanuel Martinez & Lauren Kirchner, *The Secret Bias Hidden in Mortgage Approval Algorithms*, The Markup (Aug. 25, 2021, 6:50 AM),
eviction records, which are unreliable predictors for how applicants will treat other tenants or property.\textsuperscript{99} Higher volumes of arrest data are generated in overpoliced neighborhoods, disproportionately affecting Black, Indigenous, and Latinx communities, disabled people, and transgender people. Landlords often evict tenants after calls to police related to domestic violence – as CDT has written, this occurs even more frequently for disabled people and people of color, and contributes to unreliable eviction data.\textsuperscript{100}

Biometric data can also contribute to housing decisions. Besides tenant screening and other functions, property technology companies also provide video surveillance and facial recognition to monitor properties for any unpermitted activity or unauthorized presence, and biometric entry systems to prevent such situations.\textsuperscript{101} In these cases, biometric data can also trigger evictions or arrests, further criminalizing people who are already disproportionately surveilled, and for whom facial analysis has been shown to produce unreliable matches.\textsuperscript{102} Disabled people are currently at extraordinary risk of compounded discriminatory effects of rapidly expanding surveillance technologies. For instance, studies estimate up to 85% of incarcerated youth have learning or behavioral disabilities.\textsuperscript{103} Use of tenant screening software, employment background checks, and predictive policing tools that inappropriately and sometimes illegally use arrest or conviction records thus has an outsized impact on disabled people, creating further inequities down the line in access to housing, employment, and social services.

Housing discrimination also occurs through behaviorally targeted advertising, which has been shown to direct advertisements for critical opportunities and services to, or away from, certain


categories of people who would be interested in acting on the advertisements. In such cases, targeted advertising can either deny these people access to information that could help them access opportunities and services, or relegate them to receiving advertisements for more unfavorable opportunities or products.\textsuperscript{104} For example, a Department of Justice (DOJ) lawsuit alleged that Meta's advertising system enabled advertisers to use categories created based on race, color, religion, sex, disability, familial status, and national origin, and proxies for these characteristics, to designate eligible audiences for delivery of housing advertisements.\textsuperscript{105}

While the companies responsible for data-driven discrimination in lending and housing should be subject to liability under federal civil rights laws, the lack of transparency from companies erects barriers for people to vindicate their civil rights even against entities that are subject to civil rights laws. The Fair Housing Act (FHA) prohibits discrimination in advertisements, offers, and sale or rental of housing on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, disability, familial status, or national origin.\textsuperscript{106} The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) has warned that the use of criminal arrest records can violate the FHA because it can have a disparate impact based on race and national origin.\textsuperscript{107} HUD has also advised that evictions following domestic violence-related calls to police can indicate disability or gender discrimination,\textsuperscript{108} which can make housing decisions relying on eviction records more likely discriminatory as well. This has not deterred the use of tenant screening algorithms that include these records, though.\textsuperscript{109}

HUD and other agencies have initiated efforts to address the ongoing harms of tenant screening algorithms. The CFPB published reports last fall examining the prevalence of tenant screening platforms and their impacts on housing access for marginalized renters, observing that while...

\textsuperscript{104} See e.g., Julia Angwin & Terry Parris, Jr., Facebook Says It Will Stop Allowing Some Advertisers to Exclude Users by Race, ProPublica (Nov. 11, 2016, 10:00 AM), https://www.propublica.org/article/facebook-to-stop-allowing-some-advertisers-to-exclude-users-by-race.


\textsuperscript{106} 42 U.S.C. §3604 et seq.

\textsuperscript{107} Office of General Counsel, Department of Housing and Urban Development, Guidance on Application of Fair Housing Act Standards to the Use of Criminal Records by Providers of Housing and Real Estate-Related Transactions (2016), https://www.hud.gov/sites/documents/HUD_OGCGUIDAPPFHOSTANDCR.PDF.


\textsuperscript{109} Brown, Tenant Screening Algorithms, supra note 99.
these tools can violate fair housing and consumer protection laws, renters are unable to dispute adverse outcomes arising from these tools.\textsuperscript{110} HUD recently announced that it will issue guidance regarding how tenant screening algorithms can violate the FHA, and will work with the FTC, CFPB, and other agencies to release best practices for using tenant screening reports.\textsuperscript{111} And the FTC and CFPB have since issued a request for information on tenant screening issues affecting the public, including the role of algorithm-based systems on these issues.\textsuperscript{112}

The Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) prohibits discrimination against applicants in any aspect of a credit transaction on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, age, or income derived from a public assistance program.\textsuperscript{113} The CFPB issued guidance in 2022 stating that the ECOA requires creditors to provide people with a specific and accurate statement of principal reasons for adverse actions resulting from an algorithmic system.\textsuperscript{114} Data practices that make or inform decisions regarding the extension of credit can violate the ECOA by using data that functions as proxies for these protected characteristics, but this does not extend to disability discrimination.

The ECOA requires creditors to inform credit applicants in writing about the reasons for an adverse credit decision or about the applicants’ right to receive such a notice upon request, including for adverse actions resulting from algorithmic systems.\textsuperscript{115} CDT has raised concerns about this form of notice to financial regulators, observing that it does not give applicants an opportunity to verify the accuracy of the data being evaluated during the approval process, or to provide additional information to supplement that data.\textsuperscript{116} The ECOA also requires correction of inaccuracies in credit records upon request, which places responsibility on people to detect such errors, without clarity about which data contributed to the ultimate decision. Further, the

\textsuperscript{110} CFPB Reports Highlight Problems with Tenant Background Checks, Nov. 15, 2022, \url{https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/newsroom/cfpb-reports-highlight-problems-with-tenant-background-checks/}.


\textsuperscript{113} 15 U.S.C. §1691(a).


\textsuperscript{115} Id.; 15 U.S.C. §1691(d)(2).

ECOA offers limited recourse for targeted advertising – it protects people who actually apply for credit, extending to prospective applicants only insofar as it prohibits creditors from stating discriminatory preferences in advertising. 117

**ii. Employment**
(Questions 2, 2a, 2b, 2c, 3, 3a, and 3b)

Algorithmic tools play a driving role in decisions including hiring, promotion, and termination. Vendors develop hiring technologies that aim to distinguish candidates in an applicant pool based on attributes they appear to have in common with other successful candidates and employees – in other words, attributes of people who have historically been hired more often. 118 Vendors market many of these tools as bias audited or less biased, without showing how (or even whether) the tools have been examined for disability bias. 119 Meanwhile, the tools collect and analyze data about candidates that is not relevant to candidates’ ability to perform job functions, causing workers to be rejected over irrelevant data related to marginalized identities. 120

One such algorithm-driven hiring tool is resume screening. Ideal’s resume screening software analyzes language and details in resumes, from candidates’ names to affiliations to employment gaps, to identify whether the resumes reflect qualities the tools are designed to look for. 121 Taleo assigns bonus points for keywords in resumes that reflect attributes that are desired but

---

not required. As Amazon’s now-discontinued resume screening tool demonstrated, resume screening tools can observe patterns in resumes that are moved forward in the hiring process and learn to filter out resumes with terms associated with women, such as women-oriented affiliation groups. Such tools could similarly learn to exclude candidates based on data related to racial or ethnic identity. Additionally, marginalized people who have previously experienced discrimination in their education, employment, or access to healthcare (especially if they face multiple forms of discrimination) might not get past screening tools that downgrade or screen out resumes before human reviewers can consider them. For instance, a disabled person may previously have had difficulty getting full-time employment, thus leading to gaps in their resume that will be flagged by such systems.

Research by CDT and fellow advocates has raised concerns about other tools that purport to measure “soft skills” through gamified personality and aptitude assessments, or through analysis of video interviews. The use of such tools presumes that everyone demonstrates the traits employers look for – such as empathy, optimism, or adaptability – the same way. Paradox Traity provides candidates with a series of images, requiring them to indicate whether they identify with what is depicted in each image to determine their alignment with a pseudoscientific personality model. Pymetrics analyzes data collected while candidates complete a set of games to predict “cognitive and emotional attributes,” which it claims to be “fairness-optimized” but has not been examined for disability bias. Pymetrics was recently

---


acquired by Harver, which implements “behavioral-based AI methodology” in soft skills assessments and automates matching of “high-potential” candidates. Harver’s Koru uses a survey that requires candidates to select the responses with which they feel they align most, to assess soft skills.

Blind people and people with mobility impairments might not be able to adequately interface with a gamified assessment, while people with mental health disabilities or cognitive disabilities might have difficulty processing the information quickly enough to score well. Similarly, autistic and other neurodivergent people may be unable to answer correctly on personality tests that score candidates on characteristics unrelated to core competencies or essential functions of the job at hand.

HireVue has used video interview assessments that process data about how candidates physically appear, move, emote, and sound as they respond to interview questions. This treats candidates’ eye contact, facial expressions, fidgeting, tics, vocabulary, and speech patterns as data points to infer personality traits such as confidence and trustworthiness. HireVue has stated that it does not use video analysis or audio characteristics, but it analyzes personality traits and aptitudes by applying natural language processing to a transcription developed through an AI-driven speech-to-text service. Disabled candidates who possess the traits that are necessary for successful job performance can nonetheless be scored unfairly by this type of tool, because their disabilities can cause them to demonstrate examined traits in ways that cannot be accurately captured through the analyzed data points. This type of tool could also produce unfair scores for candidates of color or candidates who have been socialized to follow certain gender norms, as cultural norms can also affect speech patterns and eye contact. HireVue also claims its product has been audited for fairness, but does not make its audit report available unless one provides their name, email address, and professional affiliation and agrees

134 Goodman, supra note 124.
not to use any part of the audit report without HireVue’s written authorization. HireVue is now facing a class action lawsuit over its collection and use of biometric data.

Companies are also increasingly developing and deploying sophisticated electronic surveillance to automate the monitoring and management of workers, whether they are in a warehouse, out making deliveries, at an office, or working remotely from home. CDT’s report, Warning: Bossware May Be Hazardous to Your Health, examines companies’ use of such automated systems, commonly referred to as “bossware,” to perform a wide variety of monitoring tasks, such as tracking workers’ location and movements, productivity and downtime, computer use, facial expressions, biometric markers, and frequency and length of bathroom and other breaks. One system, Crossover’s WorkSmart productivity tool, takes periodic screenshots and images of workstations to monitor what workers are doing. Another company, Time Doctor, prevents workers from deleting screenshots to protect their privacy by deducting time worked during the period when screenshots were taken. Some programs use workers’ phones or computers to listen, watch, or monitor other sensors in their device, and can penalize workers for moving away from their workstation or slowing productivity.

Companies often use these technologies to optimize tasks for their own profit, but they put workers’ health and safety at risk and threaten their privacy, autonomy, and dignity. For example, Amazon has used productivity monitoring to monitor “time off task,” which triggers warnings to workers for resting even when needed, putting them at risk of termination if they

---

140 Id. at 36.
do not work at a pace that is dangerously fast.\textsuperscript{141} Productivity monitoring also fails to capture work that is being performed offline or that cannot be accurately quantified through surveillance measures, and can punish and deter worker organizing.\textsuperscript{142}

Many low-wage and hourly workers endure constant surveillance, often combined with algorithmic management systems that can discipline or even terminate them.\textsuperscript{143} This exacerbates the already-wide gaps in information and bargaining power that low-wage workers face. Algorithmic tools further diminish gig workers’ bargaining power, as they determine compensation and availability and termination of jobs.\textsuperscript{144}

Low-wage workers marginalized on the basis of disability, race, ethnicity, and gender identity are at an even greater disadvantage. As many as 100,000 disabled workers are paid subminimum wages due to a provision in the Fair Labor Standards Act that allows employers to pay disabled workers commensurate with wages paid to non-disabled workers for “the same type, quality, and quantity of work” – effectively limiting disabled workers’ wages based on their challenges in meeting productivity expectations.\textsuperscript{145} In other words, this provision allows an employer to pay a disabled worker only for the hours a non-disabled worker would take to complete the same work rather than the hours of labor the disabled worker has actually put in. Productivity monitoring systems can discriminate against disabled workers, pregnant or breastfeeding workers, older workers, and workers requiring religious prayer breaks by flagging breaks or slower pace of work, increasing the risk of injury to physical or mental health.\textsuperscript{146} These


\textsuperscript{142} Kantor et al., \textit{supra} note 137.

\textsuperscript{143} Aiha Nguyen, \textit{The Constant Boss: Labor Under Digital Surveillance}, Data & Society (2021), \url{https://datasociety.net/library/the-constant-boss/}.


effects are especially worse for people with physical, mental health, developmental, or cognitive disabilities.

Relatedly, more employers are relying on workplace wellness programs to increase worker productivity while reducing the cost of benefits claims for employers, even turning to gamified approaches to influence employees’ behavior and personal health decisions.\footnote{See Joseph Sanford & Kevin Sexton, \textit{Opinion: Improve Employee Health Using Behavioral Economics}, CFO (Feb. 3, 2022), https://www.cfo.com/human-capital/health-benefits/2022/02/employee-health-wellness-medical-claims-behavioral-economics/.} Studies have shown that these programs do not deliver the intended positive effects on healthcare expenses or productivity.\footnote{Sally Wadyka, \textit{Are Workplace Wellness Programs a Privacy Problem?}, Consumer Reports (Jan. 16, 2020), https://www.consumerreports.org/health-privacy/are-workplace-wellness-programs-a-privacy-problem-a2586134220/.} Meanwhile, the programs impose expectations for physical exercise and diet that disabled workers may not be able to meet, and reinforce the higher societal value assigned to being “healthy.”\footnote{Brown, \textit{Surveillance Technologies}, supra note 4, at 54-55; Ifeoma Ajunwa, Kate Crawford, & Jason Schultz, \textit{Limitless Worker Surveillance}, 129-30, https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2746211.} To make matters worse, these programs pressure employees to provide health data that might make its way to third parties.\footnote{id.}

While the discriminatory outcomes of hiring and algorithmic management technologies run afoul of federal employment discrimination laws, enforcement has not kept up with these technologies. For instance, Title I of the ADA prohibits adverse employment decisions based on workers’ disability, and it requires employers to provide reasonable accommodations when doing so would not pose an undue hardship on employers.\footnote{42 U.S.C. §12112.} Hiring and algorithmic management technologies provided by private companies can make or influence adverse decisions using disability-related data, without informing workers about how the technologies are collecting and analyzing their data, how this will influence employment decisions, and how workers might access accommodations that enable fairer evaluation.\footnote{Id.} Thus, workers may not have enough detail to pursue disability discrimination claims arising from these technologies’ use. Similar issues plague enforcement of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act. The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission’s draft Strategic Enforcement Plan for Fiscal Years 2023-2027

\begin{itemize}
  \item \footnote{Algorithm-Driven Hiring Tools, supra note 126.}
\end{itemize}
recognizes these issues, and the agency plans to dedicate resources to addressing employment
discrimination related to the use of algorithm-driven hiring technologies.\textsuperscript{153}

Beyond civil rights protections, there are few other laws or rules governing employers’ use of
surveillance technologies or safeguarding workers from their harmful effects. Workers have no
concrete privacy rights under either federal law or the laws of most states. The Occupational
Safety and Health Act prohibits practices that pose a risk of death or serious injury to workers,
but the Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s regulations do not cover many of the
harms to workers’ health that these technologies can impose, such as repetitive motion injuries
and threats to workers’ mental health. Gig workers are also not adequately protected under
existing civil rights laws and the Occupational Health and Safety Act, which do not classify all
workers as covered “employees.”\textsuperscript{154}

In addition, a new fact sheet from the Department of Labor regarding reporting requirements
under the Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure Act states that employers must report
expenditures made for surveillance of employees and unfair labor practices, but only when the
surveillance is used to obtain information connected to a labor dispute or the labor practices
are intended to undermine the right to organize.\textsuperscript{155}

\textbf{iii. Education}

(Questions 2, 2a, 2b, 2c, 3, 3a, and 3b)

Public sector services, from education to governmental benefits, regularly involve the collection
of personal data. Students and families may be subjected to data practices that worsen inequity
throughout the education context, from the use of cameras equipped with computer vision on
campus, to algorithms that make critical decisions about students’ lives, to software that
monitors everything students do online — often through technology sold by private contractors.
Those uses of data and technology surveil students often without meaningful consent or


\textsuperscript{154} Scherer, \textit{Bossware}, supra note 139, at 16.

\textsuperscript{155} Jeffrey Freund, \textit{How We’re Ramping Up Enforcement of Surveillance Reporting}, Department of Labor Blog (Sept. 15, 2022), https://blog.dol.gov/2022/09/15/how-were-ramping-up-our-enforcement-of-surveillance-reporting;
opportunity to opt out because they are a condition for students’ ability to access a fundamental service — their education.

CDT has researched student activity monitoring software, a type of school surveillance technology that allows schools to view students’ screens, record their browsing and search histories, and scan their messages and documents stored online or on school devices. The results showed that surveillance is pervasive: 89 percent of teachers report that their school uses student activity monitoring software, and monitoring often occurs even outside of school hours. Although vendors claim that student activity monitoring and other forms of commercial surveillance benefit students, those claims are largely unsubstantiated. Instead, monitoring violates rights traditionally protected by civil rights laws. Further, students experiencing poverty and students of color rely more heavily on school-issued devices, which are more likely to be subject to monitoring than personal devices. As a result, these groups of students are similarly subject to increased risks of discrimination. These incursions on students’ fundamental rights are a betrayal of schools’ role as “the nurseries of democracy.”

National reporting has also underscored the harms caused by commercial surveillance in education. Students with disabilities are at higher risk of generating false positives and false positives.

---


157 Id. at 8.


159 Hidden Harms, supra note 156, at 19-24.


negatives when surveilled by student monitoring tools that are designed to identify atypical sounds, text, speech, or movements as potential indicators that students may be engaging in violent or prohibited conduct, making threats, or cheating on tests. For instance, a ProPublica investigation found that aggression-detection microphones were so unreliable that they flagged loud laughter and locker doors slamming as indicators of violence.\(^{162}\) Those false positives raise concerns for students whose disabilities affect their speech and movement, such as students with cerebral palsy who might not be able to modulate voice volume or students with Tourette’s who have loud vocal tics.

Meanwhile, student advocacy organizations such as the National Disabled Law Students Association have documented the discriminatory barriers that students with a wide range of disabilities, including ADD, blindness, and Crohn’s disease, experience when required to use automated proctoring software.\(^{163}\) Students reported not being permitted to take enough bathroom breaks, worrying about false positives from needing to move or pace, or not moving their eyes or hands the right way. For disabled students of color or LGBTQ+ students with disabilities, who also face additional discrimination and prejudice, the risks of student monitoring and commercial surveillance programs are further compounded by their intersected identities.

Although existing laws address many of the impacts of the uses of data and technology on civil rights, they do not cover all harms to historically marginalized groups of people who are not recognized as a legally protected class, such as unhoused students, low-income students, foster care students, and rural students. Title VI\(^{164}\) and Title IX\(^{165}\) of the Civil Rights Act prohibit discrimination on the basis of race, sex, and related classes by entities receiving certain federal funds, including in the education sector. However, when discrimination is caused by technology distributed by private contractors for schools, students and families may not be aware of the discriminatory impact, due to a lack of transparency around the implementation and utilization of technological systems. Schools have very little ability to gain insight into contractors’ data practices, no matter how reasonable their precautions, and this prevents them from providing parents with adequate notice. Schools, families, and students are consequently dependent on


\(^{164}\) 42 U.S. Code § 2000d.

contractors’ representations regarding data use, and need transparency regarding contractors’ collection and use of student data.

Students and families do not have a meaningful choice in whether to consent to the surveillance. Students are often required or encouraged to use school-issued devices that are subject to monitoring, or they may rely on school-issued devices because of their families’ socioeconomic status. Further, students and families are often not provided accurate, complete disclosures around commercial surveillance in education. For example, in recent CDT research, 47 percent of parents reported they were not informed about how their schools’ contractors collect data about students’ activity online; only 39% reported they were asked for input on those practices. Even if students and families are provided adequate disclosures, they are typically not given a choice (whether opt-in or opt-out) with respect to whether and how schools or their contractors monitor student online activity. Moreover, it may be impractical or even impossible for students and families to switch schools to avoid their commercial surveillance practices.

For example, an algorithmic system used to assign students to schools may rely on a variety of factors, not all of which may be known to students and families. This information asymmetry may make it difficult or impossible to challenge discriminatory practices caused by data or technology use. In interviews, school IT leaders stated they took strides through contractual measures to hold contractors accountable for their uses of student data, and expressed frustration with “what they describe as a lack of distinguishable options for privacy-forward devices.” Similarly, 94 percent of parents and 88 percent of students stated it was “important” for schools to engage them on the uses of student data.

---
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171 Hidden Harms, supra note 156, at 18.
Title VI\textsuperscript{172} and Title IX\textsuperscript{173} prohibit entities receiving certain federal funds from acquiring discriminatory technology, but would not preclude private vendors from selling it in the first place. Further, certain uses of data and technology may not intentionally discriminate against people based on race, sex, disability status, or other protected classes, but nonetheless cause disparate impact. Courts, however, have curtailed people’s ability to challenge disparate impact under critical civil rights laws in court,\textsuperscript{174} limiting their ability to seek redress. CDT has called on the Office for Civil Rights in the U.S. Department of Education to address harms from some uses of data and technology on students of color, students with disabilities, and LGBTQ+ students.\textsuperscript{175}

Lax data security practices by private contractors in the education sector also cause harm by undermining students’ and families’ trust in schools and contractors and putting their financial and physical wellbeing at risk. Lax data security practices can result in breaches and other data security incidents, which have substantially increased in both number and scope since 2016 and strained schools’ resources.\textsuperscript{176} For example, one recent incident involved a contractor serving schools in six states, affecting over three million current and former students.\textsuperscript{177} Similarly, a recent ransomware attack on Los Angeles Unified School District resulted in the release of students’ personal information, and parents and students have questioned the district’s preparation and transparency.\textsuperscript{178} A ransomware attack on a Texas school district cost more than

\textsuperscript{172} 42 U.S. Code § 2000d.
\textsuperscript{173} 20 U.S.C. §§ 1681–1688.
\textsuperscript{176} K12 SIX, State of K-12 Cybersecurity 3 (2022), https://www.k12six.org/the-report.
a half million dollars to mitigate, and attacks in Baltimore and Buffalo cost in excess of $9 million each.\textsuperscript{179}

As the Government Accountability Office has described, student data “can be sold on the black market and can cause significant financial harm to students who typically have clean credit histories and often do not inquire about their financial status until adulthood.”\textsuperscript{180} One breach included the personal information of students who completed surveys on bullying, and another included students’ phone numbers, which “were used to send text messages that threatened physical violence.”\textsuperscript{181} In light of these harms, “COPPA-covered companies, including ed tech providers, must have procedures to maintain the confidentiality, security, and integrity of children’s personal information. For example, even absent a breach, COPPA-covered ed tech providers violate COPPA if they lack reasonable security.”\textsuperscript{182}

Policymakers should note that public sector services are provided in part or entirely by private contractors or vendors, so new regulations should protect the privacy-forward provision of governmental services by such contractors.\textsuperscript{183} Governments regularly contract out services to private companies, and many of those services involve data collection and use. Schools and school districts may contract with private contractors to provide systems for online lessons, communications services, or managing students’ personal information. Other governmental entities may contract with private entities for a variety of services such as identity verification. A


\textsuperscript{181} Id.

broadly applicable data-related rule may not apply as easily to entities providing government services and may even interfere with those services.\textsuperscript{184}

\textbf{iv. ID verification for government services}

(Questions 2, 2a, 2b, 2c, 3, 3a, and 3b)

Both recipients of government services and victims of identity theft face risks from the use of private vendors by state and federal agencies providing benefits and services.\textsuperscript{185} However, regulation of private vendors assisting with government service delivery presents a further challenge: just as with private providers of educational services, improperly considered rules may hamper the ability of government agencies to effectively deliver essential services. On the other hand, rules are clearly needed: the use and collection of citizen data by private companies poses risks to privacy that could result in material harm, such as identity theft; and government outsourcing of key benefits determinations to private companies can result in preventing some individuals from getting essential benefits.

The starting point for delivery of governmental services is identity verification, where the government agency checks that an applicant is who they say they are. As public agencies seek to modernize identity verification through data and technology use, they are increasingly considering incorporating assistance from private companies. Examples of vendor assistance include: attribute validation, where the vendor confirms that the information provided by an applicant matches that in other identity databases (such as driver’s license data, health records, or financial records); and biometric verification, where the vendor confirms through the use of physical or biological information that the applicant matches any submitted identity documents (1:1 matching) or other biometric information in the vendor’s database (1:many matching).\textsuperscript{186}

Most recently, the use of facial recognition as a kind of biometric verification has garnered widespread scrutiny.\textsuperscript{187}

\textsuperscript{184} For an analysis of how rules affecting private companies should be scoped to avoid unintended consequences for government service providers, see Center for Democracy & Technology, \textit{Comments on FTC’s Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on Commercial Surveillance and Data Security}, at 48-51, \url{https://cdt.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/CDT-Comments-to-FTC-on-ANPR-R111004.pdf}.

\textsuperscript{185} Here, we focus on practices that involve passing data to private technology vendors and exclude services that are provided solely by governmental entities or primarily involve in-person verification.


The two main risks in the provision and use of such identification verification services are data breaches and biased algorithms. First, when sensitive information is processed by a third party for purposes of identity verification, this data sharing increases the potential for data breaches. For example, ID.me, a facial recognition identity verification company, allowed employees to bring home devices that carried U.S. citizens’ identity data and retained biometric data longer than necessary. Such practices increase the chances of data being leaked onto the internet and later used for identity theft. Similar risks came to fruition when Equifax, a credit agency that also provides attribute validation for identity verification, exposed personal information of 147 million people in a 2017 data leak, allowing both domestic and foreign criminals to defraud state governments of pandemic unemployment assistance by using false or stolen identities. Victims of identity theft face significant obstacles in re-asserting their identity and regaining access to government services.

Second, biometric analysis for identity verification may be less accurate for individuals from some racial backgrounds. That bias harms members of those groups because they face increased barriers in accessing government services that require biometrics as part of identity verification. For this reason, the General Services Administration (GSA) committed in January 2022 not to use facial recognition, from private companies or otherwise, for identity verification in government service delivery until facial recognition is sufficiently free of biases. However, the GSA’s new rule is limited to the products that it deploys (namely, Login.gov, the single sign-on authentication solution it provides to other federal, state, and local agencies), and does


not address bias in other forms of biometrics, like voice recognition.¹⁹³ Other government agencies at every level may still use biometrics from private vendors, regardless of levels of bias, for identity verification. Thus, other agencies should consider the appropriate level of accuracy and fairness for biometrics to be used safely, and establish that as the standard all private vendors must meet when providing biometric verification to government services on the ground.

v. Eligibility determination and allocation of benefits
(Question 2, 2a, 2b, 2c, 3, 3a, and 3b)

Government agencies also use private vendors’ algorithm-driven systems to determine eligibility for, allocate, and verify legitimate provision of benefits. Private contractors develop many of these systems, some of which are off-the-shelf products while others are developed for specific populations in the jurisdictions where they are used. People with disabilities who are not able to work, or who can work only limited hours, may be reliant on public benefits – including Medicaid coverage for basic health care and long-term supports and services, housing assistance, food stamps, and cash assistance – that are subject to algorithm-driven decisions generated by private companies.

For instance, algorithmic systems are used in determinations about home- and community-based services to assess hours of care a beneficiary will need or the budget for providing necessary care.¹⁹⁴ Advocates have documented that in many cases, states’ implementation of these systems has caused sudden, drastic, and arbitrary reductions or terminations of benefits that were previously granted. This has had devastating and terrifying effects on the lives of disabled and low-income people because it deprives recipients of care that supports independent living at home. Recipients cannot reasonably avoid such outcomes because reductions or terminations to their benefits often take effect before they are properly informed. For instance, one health services technology company, Optum, developed a needs assessment tool for Arkansas that cut approved care hours for some people with developmental disabilities in Arkansas nearly in half without explanation, putting them at imminent risk of serious injury and potential institutionalization, and preventing them from completing basic

daily functions like eating and using a bathroom. Similarly, in Indiana, IBM’s algorithm-driven system for processing welfare applications caused sudden termination of benefits for huge numbers of low-income people, who received confusing and delayed notices about noncompliance or fraud.

While state agencies violate civil rights and constitutional protections when adopting systems that impose these harms, people currently have little to no recourse against the private companies that develop and sell these tools to arbitrarily and drastically cut people’s benefits. Under Title II of the ADA, a person may not be excluded from participation in or denied benefits of the services of any “public entity” on the basis of disability. Public benefits determinations that deprive recipients of benefits that allow them to live independently can force recipients to be institutionalized. This violates the ADA’s community integration mandate that the Supreme Court affirmed in 1999, which requires government entities to administer government services and programs in a manner that enables disabled people to interact with non-disabled people in the most integrated setting possible. Although government agencies should avoid procuring systems from private vendors that would interfere with disabled people’s ability to continue living in their own homes, vendors are not precluded from selling tools that have this outcome.

Even when a benefits recipient is granted these services in the correct amount, the use of electronic visit verification (EVV) systems can interfere with the provision of personal care services. Similar to algorithmic systems used for benefits determination, EVV mobile apps and software are often provided by private home health tech companies. With these systems, companies like Sandata and Direct Care Innovations require care workers to confirm that they are providing services as approved by interacting with facial recognition, voice verification, and

198 Brown, Benefits Determinations, supra note 194, at 17.
GPS location tracking features during home visits. Companies require workers to verify their service provision through their designated EVV systems frequently, with precision, and within narrow windows of time during their home visits to prove that benefits are not being abused. When a system incorrectly flags that workers did not provide services at the approved time and location, this delays payments until this flag is resolved, costing workers their wages. This can also obligate recipients to pay for workers’ lost wages out of pocket and to stay within the confines of their homes due to geofencing limits that cause their care workers to be flagged for fraud, and it reduces the home care workforce. One company, CareBridge, plans to combine EVV technology with a predictive model to assess care needs, creating new risks for unreliable data practices to undercut provision of care. This interferes with the care disabled people are supposed to receive as well as the wages that care workers (who are disproportionately women of color, and often disabled and from immigrant communities) can lose over minor errors or delays.

E. Dark patterns
(Question 2)

---

205 Id at 45-46. See also Lydia X.Z. Brown, EVV Threatens Disabled People’s Privacy and Dignity – Whether We Need Care, or Work as Professional Caregivers, Ctr. for Democracy & Tech (Mar. 24, 2022), https://cdt.org/insights/evv-threatens-disabled-peoples-privacy-and-dignity-whether-we-need-care-or-work-as-professional-caregivers/.
Dark patterns include misrepresentations of how account holders’ selected privacy settings are implemented, and misrepresentations that trick or trap people into providing consent. Certain practices involve deploying user interface and design elements that people would be expected to overlook, misunderstand, or be manipulated by, inducing people to provide data or agree to certain uses of their data when they may not otherwise. As a result, dark patterns deny people the ability to navigate websites and apps freely by making them responsible for avoiding manipulative elements they may not even recognize.

Dark patterns come in a variety of options. One prominent type of dark pattern is hidden information, where a company provides people’s options or the information needed to compare those options in fine print text or in faded text. In the same situation, misdirection, or aesthetic manipulation, can be used to distract people to pay attention to the company’s preferred options, for example by providing their preferred options or information about those options in contrasting, more eye-catching colors. This is further exacerbated by preselection, another type of dark pattern where a choice is already selected by default – for instance, an already checked box indicating acceptance of terms of service or opt-in to a mailing list – which increases the likelihood that people will proceed with the selected option instead of looking at others. There are several other dark pattern types as well, including situations in which
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208 See generally Jamie Luguiri & Lior Jacob Strahilevitz, Shining a Light on Dark Patterns, 13 J. Legal Analysis 43 (2021), https://academic.oup.com/jla/article/13/1/43/6180579; Alfred Ng & Sam Morris, Dark Patterns That Mislead Are All Over the Internet, The Markup (June 3, 2021, 10:00 AM), https://themarkup.org/2021/06/03/dark-patterns-that-mislead-people-are-all-over-the-internet.
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privacy-invasive defaults are in place and privacy settings are intentionally made difficult for people to navigate, likely leaving these defaults in place.\textsuperscript{214}

Dark patterns can affect people differently depending on the devices they are using and barriers they may experience with respect to digital literacy. User experiences with dark patterns can differ between mobile and web modalities, so a company might use dark patterns only in one modality, treating people differently according to the devices on which they are accessing the company’s service.\textsuperscript{215} Therefore, the company’s potential uses of dark patterns would need to be scrutinized across all modalities through which it provides the service. Further, on top of the information asymmetry that people in general face when it comes to data collection and processing, education level is shown to affect susceptibility to more subtle dark patterns, indicating that communities with inequitable access to education may be more likely to be manipulated.\textsuperscript{216} With the emergence of new media types such as augmented and virtual reality, dark patterns may become even more difficult for people to recognize.\textsuperscript{217}

II. How regulators, legislators, and stakeholders should approach implications of harmful data practices
(Question 1, 1a, and 3f)

A. “Privacy” as the framework for discussing civil rights and equity implications
(Question 1a)

Policymakers and stakeholders must recognize that protecting privacy is integral to protecting civil rights, and vice versa. When people’s data is overcollected, when it is used for secondary purposes without consent or otherwise inappropriately repurposed, or when it is processed to affect access to fundamental life opportunities, this exploitation of data creates heightened harms for marginalized groups. When algorithm-driven systems or features are used for facially neutral purposes but treat certain marginalized groups differently, they can violate these groups’ privacy by collecting and processing data that may be unnecessary and unrelated to the


\textsuperscript{216} See Luguiri, supra note 208, at 70-71.

\textsuperscript{217} See Michal Turjeman, Designing the Metaverse: Challenges and Questions, VentureBeat (July 24, 2022, 1:10 PM), \url{https://venturebeat.com/datadecisionmakers/designing-the-metaverse-challenges-and-questions/}.
purported purpose. Therefore, all consumers should be protected from data abuses and empowered to access information, opportunities, and services online without risks of discrimination or inequitable outcomes.218

B. Impact of consolidation in tech and telecom
(Question 3f)

While there are some smaller privacy-protective companies, most large tech companies, including the most prominent social media companies, overcollect data. People cannot avoid this overcollection by moving to competing services because few exist. Those competitors that do exist suffer from lack of network effects, making them undesirable for most people to join. For example, it is likely impossible for most people to recreate their Instagram networks on BeReal. Therefore, providing choices to users through competition is one important spur for companies to innovate and provide better quality products and services, including better privacy protections. Nevertheless, companies are incentivized to collect more and more data about a person and their activities, interests and vulnerabilities. This incentive for collection of data leads to a variety of harms to people resulting from practices, including, as noted above: unwanted data collection and retention; unwanted and unexpected secondary use of data; unwanted combination of data across contexts; and unwanted disclosure of personal information to advertisers or to others. The current advertising ecosystem provides a key example of these harms.

i. Role of competition in advertising

The opaque system of online behavioral advertising has provided an incentive for over-collection and retention of data by a broad range of parties. Consumer Reports has cataloged the extensive tracking of online activities throughout people’s day-to-day lives by several major technology platforms, often incentivized or practiced by ad tech companies.219

---


With other civil rights and consumer protection organizations, we previously identified dozens of different kinds of harm from commercial data practices, particularly invasions of privacy.\textsuperscript{220}

Importantly, data overcollection for behavioral advertising is practiced not just through websites and smartphone apps, but through other parties as well. For example, Internet Service Providers have been found to collect data that is unnecessary for the provision of Internet service, share that data with third parties, and use that data to target advertising.\textsuperscript{221} Surveillance by a network provider is especially opaque: the user may not know or intentionally interact with a network provider (for example, at your workplace, school or a friend's home) and typically does not directly use a piece of software with a clear user interface or privacy information. Furthermore, the network provider has access to all traffic, even if the consumer switches to a different app, or uses another device altogether. And network providers have access to consumer data that may frustrate attempts to use technical precautions to protect privacy. For example, encrypting network traffic may help users, but a network provider can still learn about online activity through traffic analysis. Turning off location services in your smartphone's operating system will not prevent cellular carriers from learning your location when you make and receive calls. And network providers can collude with online trackers to undermine the ability to clear cookies or reset data from one's own device.\textsuperscript{222} Ubiquitous online behavioral advertising without user understanding or control has provided an incentive for this class of businesses not just to provide the Internet access that a consumer believes they're purchasing, but also to start additional businesses in ad targeting, or to sell data to third parties.

Behavioral advertising contributes not just to the incentive for overcollection, but also to the broad dispersion and disclosure of data, including sensitive information, in an unregulated ecosystem. As noted above, consider the example of location information accessible by mobile apps, including dating apps. Location might be useful for finding nearby matches and people to talk to. But the incentive to sell data for behavioral advertising has led in some cases to sale of that location data for ad targeting and to data brokers, and in one notable case the disclosure of someone's sexual orientation and activity. This was not limited to a single transaction between

---


\textsuperscript{222} In 2017, the FTC approved a settlement with Turn, an ad targeting firm, for working with cellular carrier Verizon Wireless to track online activity even after the user had specifically cleared cookies.
an app and an ad network. Instead, detailed location information was distributed through the real-time bidding process that allows advertisers to bid on placements of ads to people based on that behavioral data. As a result, one spokesman for a broker of consumer data concluded that “every single entity in the advertising ecosystem has access to the information shared by Grindr and every other app that uses the real-time bidding system. That means thousands of entities have such access.”

Online publishers currently often lack transparency and trust in the online advertising that they rely on for funding, and cross-context behavioral targeting lets online advertisers use detailed information gleaned from surveillance of a user on high-quality context-rich sites to advertise in other contexts, drawing money away from those publishers who might otherwise benefit from providing high-value contextual advertising. The model of building behavioral profiles that combine data across all online and offline activities creates incentives towards consolidation, and consolidation of the advertising market has inhibited competition. Publishers and content creators who rely on online advertising for funding pay what is in effect a heavy tax, to the dominant advertising technology firms and to a variety of vendors needed to mitigate losses within an untrusted ecosystem. Moves toward innovative models that would let people actively and voluntarily participate in customizing and selecting relevant online advertising have been undermined by advertising services that see no need to provide meaningful transparency or effective controls.

ii. Promising incentives for competition

There are some signs of competitive market incentives already at work. In response to growing consumer awareness, some online companies are strengthening their commitment to protecting personal data, including:

- investing additional resources in data security infrastructure;
- limiting their own retention and use of personal data;
- developing technologies to minimize the data collected to provide new services;
- providing tools to protect against commercial surveillance;
- encrypting more communications to protect personal data from hackers and foreign governments;
- enabling simpler and more understandable consumer choices;

---

making commercial data practices more transparent and easier to understand.

These market-driven motivations should be enabled and encouraged.

III. Guiding principles and actions for Administration

A. Data minimization, use and purpose limitations, retention, deletion

The responsibility for preventing data misuse should not be left to the people affected by it. In many cases, the responsibility for keeping people’s data private properly belongs with the entities collecting and using the data, rather than with individual people. There should be meaningful limits on how companies handle data in the first place to address harms that are cross-cutting, sector-specific, and specific to particular classes of underserved people. Data collection, retention, processing, and sharing should be restricted to only as much as is necessary to fulfill the purpose for which people are choosing to engage with the company that deploys the data practices in question. If companies need such data to provide their service to their customers, then collection should be allowed. But companies should not be allowed to collect any data they want in the hopes that they can monetize it through advertising or sale, or otherwise use it for purposes unrelated to the service.

Appropriate data minimization requirements for sensitive data would restrict:

- The collection of sensitive data to only data that is strictly necessary to provide the service requested by the consumer.
- Secondary uses or repurposing of sensitive data.

---


226 Ideally the definition of “sensitive data” would be broad and expandable.

The retention of sensitive data after the purpose for which the data was collected, used, and stored has been fulfilled.

Any use, processing, or sharing of sensitive data after it has been shown to pose unmitigated risks to people.

The use of people’s sensitive data to target advertisements.\(^{228}\)

The use of settings or interfaces or other representations that are likely to mislead people as to how their personal data is handled, or to induce people’s disclosure of data, so as to affect reasonable people’s conduct with respect to the product or service.\(^{229}\)

While properly de-identified data can be used in privacy-protecting ways, de-identified and aggregated data sets should not be viewed as absolute privacy protections – they can often be reidentified.\(^{230}\) Even when appropriate steps are taken to protect individual privacy, people can still be re-identified and harms can still result. Aggregated and de-identified data sets can still mischaracterize underrepresented groups and thus result in disparate impacts. Therefore, other measures such as selective redaction of sensitive data from amassed data should also be incorporated.\(^{231}\)

These considerations would help reduce harms arising from certain uses or categories of data that present heightened risks, and existing work can help shape how these considerations are approached when protecting sensitive data. For example, to address health data that falls outside of HIPAA and its associated Privacy Rule, policymakers should look to the AMA's Privacy Principles,\(^{232}\) and consider the protections contemplated and outlined in the CDT/EHI Proposed

\(^{228}\) There may be some limited instances where this is allowed, like if a consumer specifically opts into behaviorally targeted advertising.


\(^{230}\) See e.g., Thompson, supra note 64. European researchers “have published a method they say is able to correctly re-identify 99.98% of individuals in anonymized data sets with just 15 demographic attributes.” Natasha Lomas, Researchers Spotlight the Lie of 'Anonymous' Data, TechCrunch (Jul 24, 2019, 6:30 AM), https://techcrunch.com/2019/07/24/researchers-spotlight-the-lie-of-anonymous-data/; Justin Sherman explains how “[r]eidentification has become horrifyingly easy.” Justin Sherman, Big Data Might Not Know Your Name. But It Knows Everything Else, Wired (Dec. 19, 2021, 8:00 AM), https://www.wired.com/story/big-data-may-not-know-your-name-but-it-knows-everything-else/.


Consumer Privacy Framework for Health Data along with CDT’s associated report. These considerations include:

- Moving beyond outdated privacy models that place too much emphasis on notice and consent, which put unreasonable burdens on people to read and understand each company’s voluminous and dense privacy policies, and that fail to articulate data use limits;
- Covering all information that can be used to make inferences or judgments about, or otherwise misuse, a person’s sensitive characteristics; and
- Covering all entities that collect, disclose, or use consumer sensitive information, regardless of the size or business model of the covered entity.

Note that not all sensitive data uses, including those that utilize health and location data, are harmful. There are examples where health and location data can be utilized in a manner that both recognizes and protects individual user privacy, while also offering insights that can benefit public health and allow for dramatic improvements in health outcomes. However, as detailed in Part I, current laws and regulations do not prevent harmful uses, so new efforts must be rooted in fair and equitable principles and balance the benefits to people with risks.

**Appropriate requirements would restrict data brokers from:**

- Sharing or selling to third parties any data of people whose consent is not meaningfully informed and freely given in a way that specifies the context and scope for which they consent.
- Failing to provide effective opt-out mechanisms such as those discussed in Section II.
- Repurposing consumer data provided to another entity in ways that are inconsistent with people’s reasonable expectations of the entity to whom the data was originally provided.
- Misrepresenting the network of third parties with whom data will be shared.

---

233 The privacy principles embodied in the framework are not limited to only apply to self-regulatory regimes. Indeed, the principles were drafted to help both the public and private sectors better protect the privacy of people’s health data. Crawford & Richardson, supra note 227.
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Appropriate data minimization requirements for discriminatory data-driven decision-making would prohibit:

- The use of decision-making systems that evaluate data related to protected characteristics, or are heavily influenced by data that tend to disproportionately disadvantage marginalized communities, when
  - The data is unrelated to people’s ability to fulfill the obligations they would incur if approved for the prospective opportunity, or
  - There are effective, less discriminatory alternatives to such decision-making systems.
- Continued use or analysis of consumer data through a method that has been shown to disproportionately harm marginalized people.

**B. Easily accessible privacy controls**

(Question 1b)

People want their sensitive data protected and kept private. For example, when it comes to data about people’s health, a recent American Medical Association (AMA) survey of patients found that they “are deeply concerned over the lack of security and confidentiality of personal health information.” The survey found that more “than 92% of people believe privacy is a right and their health data should not be available for purchase by corporations or other individuals.”

Regarding financial information, in a 2021 Financial Health Network survey of over 2,000 people, respondents overwhelmingly preferred limits to data collection and sharing and greater control: 94% prefer that financial institutions do not share their data for marketing purposes, and 87% want to minimize fintech platforms’ data collection to only the data needed. In addition, 89% of people prefer that financial institutions’ and fintech platforms’ data sharing be subject to people’s express opt-in, and 93% do not want fintech platforms to share their data with third parties for marketing purposes.

---


238 *Id.* The Survey also found the following:
- Almost 80% of participants want to be able to “opt-out” of sharing some or all their health data.
- More than 75% of patients want to opt-in before a company uses any of their health data.
- More than 75% of people want to receive requests prior to a company using their health data for a new purpose.

Meaningful, direct limitations and data minimization requirements put the least burden on people. But effective consumer controls can be an additional complement, allowing people to select the data use practices that work for them. For control requirements to be effective, controls must be, wherever feasible, universal preferences. Forcing people to opt out of data collection, sharing or re-use on every interaction in an online environment with widespread commercial surveillance is unreasonably burdensome, and would be equivalent to no genuine controls at all.

Opt-out control mechanisms should also be standardized to ease adoption by industry and to facilitate effective choices by people, in a way that respects existing opt-out and consumer preference mechanisms, including the Global Privacy Control. Clear regulatory guidance and enforcement of expressed preferences have been identified as needs for the successful standardization and widespread adoption of this class of consumer-controlled preference mechanism.

Additional privacy-preserving advertising techniques are also possible, and could see further investment in response to signals from new regulatory requirements to provide people with more effective controls and context-based limits on the use of their personal information. Proposals deployed by browser vendors or proposed in technical standard-setting bodies include on-device auctions based on selected audiences or cohorts of interest topics. To the extent that many people see a benefit in personally targeted advertising, there are alternative techniques that can provide greater control, satisfaction, and data quality from people who choose to opt in and list their specific interests. The greatest impediment to progress on any of this class of proposals today is the lack of uptake from advertising firms who rely on and benefit from a status quo where people can be ubiquitously tracked and targeted with little transparency or effective control. Absent effective rules that promote consumer-controlled advertising, we do not expect the requisite work on development and adoption of these alternative advertising practices.

Some companies will turn to practices that specifically undermine user control and consumer privacy once rules are in place and once increased technical mitigations are deployed. Privacy protections developed by online platforms – including web browsers and mobile operating
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systems – have led to similar kinds of industry workarounds that can maintain pervasive cross-context tracking of user behavior while circumventing user controls. Browser or device fingerprinting is one notable example, where a website or app will collect many different observable characteristics about the configuration of a device or browser to create a unique fingerprint that can track activity across multiple contexts without the user’s knowledge or consent.\footnote{See Peter Eckersley, Electronic Frontier Found., \textit{How Unique Is Your Web Browser?}, Proceedings of the 10th Int’l Symp. on Privacy Enhancing Technologies 4 (2010), \url{https://coveryourtracks.eff.org/static/browser-uniqueness.pdf}.} But there are many additional novel tracking techniques, including bounce tracking, and, more recently, direct solicitation of personally identifiable information that can be used for the secondary purpose of combining the user’s data across many different contexts.

The technical community has recognized that for some technical circumventions of privacy protections, technical protections will likely always be incomplete or insufficient, and that there is a specific need for regulation, investigation, and enforcement from authorities to both protect privacy and provide a level playing field to companies that do not circumvent people’s choices.\footnote{See e.g., World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) Technical Architecture Group, \textit{Unsanctioned Web Tracking} (2015) \url{https://www.w3.org/2001/tag/doc/unsanctioned-tracking/}.}

\textbf{C. Third-party audits and transparency}

(Questions 6b, 6c, and 6e)

Reliance on industry codes of conduct or self-certification standards might enable companies to narrow their disclosures so that they can technically comply without offering true transparency.\footnote{Inioluwa Deborah Raji, I. Elizabeth Kumar, Aaron Horowitz, and Andrew D. Selbst, \textit{The Fallacy of AI Functionality}, Proceedings of the 2022 ACM Conf. on Fairness, Accountability & Transparency 959, 966, \url{https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/3531146.3533158}.} Instead, both industry and policymakers could look to resources such as the \textit{Civil Rights Standards for 21st Century Employment Selection Procedures} for guidance on more reliable and robust auditing and transparency measures that would ensure fairer and more equitable decision-making processes and that would be scoped to the information needs of affected people and regulators.\footnote{In 2022, CDT published the \textit{Civil Rights Standards for 21st Century Employment Selection Procedures} in partnership with the ACLU, the American Association for People with Disabilities, the Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights, the National Women’s Law Center, and Upturn. The \textit{Civil Rights Standards} offer guidance for employers, vendors, and policymakers, but they can be adapted for other specific contexts and for broader application. \url{https://cdt.org/insights/civil-rights-standards-for-21st-century-employment-selection-procedures/}.} While this resource focuses on employment, it offers detailed recommendations that could be adapted broadly, including:

\begin{itemize}
\item \begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
● Multiple tiers of notice to ensure that affected people understand how an automated system may affect them, and that regulators can examine whether the system is subject to their enforcement authority;
● Pre-deployment auditing steps that would examine an automated system’s potential discrimination risks before it can impact anyone;
● Ongoing auditing that enables companies and other users of automated systems to recognize and address previously undetected risks.

At minimum, effective transparency measures would (subject to any applicable First Amendment limits):

● Require companies to perform algorithmic impact assessments that proactively examine the practice’s fitness for purpose, potential risks of disparate impact affecting all marginalized identities that may be subjected to the practice, and mitigating measures, and making assessment results or their summaries publicly available. Companies should not be permitted to use, sell, or provide a technology, online platform, or software that they claim to be nondiscriminatory if they do not provide pertinent information about the tool’s impacts on all marginalized identities that may be subject to the tool, or if they obligate consumers to provide personal data to access the results or summaries of impact assessments.
● Establish that the information companies must disclose about their data practices should be provided in two forms: a shorter, easy-to-understand form with enough detail to enable consumers to interact with companies’ platforms without being harmed, and a more thorough form with enough detail to enable regulators’ enforcement. Companies must provide meaningful information to consumers before and after collecting, processing, or sharing consumer data, explaining the purpose for which the practice is used, reasons for possible and actual adverse decisions, factors that contribute to such decisions, and people’s available alternatives to the data practice.
● Require disclosures to be available in multiple commonly spoken languages and in plain language to ensure that all consumers are actually informed about how their data is handled. Companies must recognize that non-English-speaking consumers, consumers with disabilities – including blindness and disabilities affecting cognitive processing – and communities who experience barriers to education are entitled to this information.
● Enable comparison and easy understanding through standardized, short-form notice that is relevant to the context and medium. In other sectoral privacy laws and in other areas
where consumers are expected to quickly comprehend product information, standardized labels have been successful in enabling consumers to compare and make informed choices.

Question 5a asks whether these principles are reflected in any legislative proposals. Many of the principles discussed in Part III(A)-(C) are reflected in the bipartisan American Data Privacy and Protection Act (ADPPA), which the House Energy & Commerce Committee introduced and passed out of committee in 2022. The ADPPA would apply the data minimization, opt-out, and transparency requirement identified above, in addition to civil rights protections for data practices. In response to questions 5b and 5c, the ADPPA’s protections would raise the bar for all Americans, preventing privacy harms regardless of age. Layered on top of that are additional protections for children, primarily a ban on targeted advertising and an opt-in consent requirement for transfer of children’s data. Further, the ADPPA was drafted to recognize the need to treat government service providers differently from other private companies, so as to not impede the administration of government services. Amendments to the ADPPA ensured that governmental entities are not “covered entities” under the bill and that their contractors would be treated as “service providers” who are not directly subject to the bill’s requirements for “covered entities.”
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249 H.R. 8152, Amendment in the Nature of a Substitute #1 (H8152_ANS_FC_02) sec. 2(9)(B)(i)-(ii), (29)(A)(ii), 117th Cong. (2002), https://docs.house.gov/Committee/Calendar/ByEvent.aspx?EventID=115041 (including entities that provide services to governmental entities as “service providers” but excluding them from the scope of “covered entities”).
D. Other actions the federal government can take
(Question 5e and 6a)

Where the use of data and technology discriminates against legally protected classes, agencies should coordinate to make full use of their enforcement authorities. Coordination could identify which agencies would address which harms, based on their respective experience, resources, and enforcement priorities, as well as conducting joint investigations. Such coordination could be memorialized in a memorandum of understanding or other documentation. The recent Executive Order on Further Advancing Racial Equity and Support for Underserved Communities Through the Federal Government specifically describes the need for cross-agency coordination to ensure that equity and civil rights enforcement are built into agencies’ use and regulation of technology.250 This will require modernized guidelines from federal agencies with authorities to enforce civil rights laws to facilitate enforcement against data-driven discrimination and inequity. It will also require agencies like the FTC and CFPB to use their authorities under consumer protection laws such as the FTC Act, the FCRA, and the Consumer Financial Protection Act to enforce against unfair or deceptive data practices, inappropriate data sharing, and inaccurate data reporting to prevent discriminatory or inequitable outcomes.251

As the RFC notes, to ensure that agencies use their authorities in alignment with the best interests of people most affected by data practices, agencies must solicit input from marginalized groups. Meaningful public engagement will require agencies to provide notice about policymaking activities and conduct public hearings in ways that maximize public participation, including with language access and disability access. This includes providing plain-language notices and explainers regarding policymaking activities, ASL interpretation and captioning services for hearings, virtual and in-person options to participate in hearings, and post-hearing transcripts.

IV. Conclusion

The RFC illustrates the NTIA’s deep engagement with a diverse array of public stakeholders, recognizing the communities that must be protected from data-driven harms under existing civil rights and privacy laws as well as communities who are marginalized but remain unprotected under any existing frameworks. CDT looks forward to supporting the NTIA’s ongoing efforts to guide the federal government toward ensuring that privacy, equity, and civil rights are prioritized in new policymaking.